Awards

Beyoglé, Richard. French Department travel grant to collect data in Burkina Faso and Ghana, Summer 2013.

----- SLCL conference travel award, March 2013.

Brant, Dan. Kibbee Dissertation Prize, School of Literatures, Cultures and Linguistics, University of Illinois, May 2013.

----- University of Illinois Graduate College Dissertation Travel Grant for research trip to Fort-de-France, Martinique in June 2013.


Dimit, Patricia. French Department fellowship, summer 2012.

----- Teaching release fellowship, Department of French, Fall 2013.

Gaillard, Stéphanie. Teaching release fellowship, Department of French, Spring 2013.

----- British Council Assessment Research Award (for research and conference expenses), Spring 2013-Fall 2014.

----- Travel grant, Department of French.

----- Best Paper Presentation Award, 14th Midwest Association of Language Testers (MwALT), Fall 2012.

Grant, Jennifer. Dissertation Completion Grant, School of Literatures, Cultures and Linguistics.

Guillaud-Marlieu, Anne-Bénédicte. K. A. Looney Excellence in Teaching Award (Junior category), Department of French

Haileselassie, Azeb. French Department fellowship, Summer 2012.

----- University of Illinois Fellowship, Fall 2012.

Hunt, Brian. K. A. Looney Excellence in Teaching Award (Senior category), Department of French.

Maroun, Dan. Gender and Women’s Studies Travel Award.

Namjoshi, Jui. SLRF Student Travel Award, 31st annual Second Language Research Forum.
----- Pre-doctoral summer fellowship, Department of French, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (May-July).

----- CUNY Conference Student Presenter Award, 25th Annual CUNY Conference on Human Sentence Processing (March).

Nicholas, Jessica. SLATE Conference Travel Grant, November 2012.

----- Graduate College Travel Grant, November 2012.

----- French Departmental Fellowship, Academic Year 2012-2013.

Conference presentations


Carignan, Christopher. “’When nasal is more than nasal: Oral articulation in vowel nasalization.” (invited talk) Linguistics Department Colloquium, University of California-Berkeley, January 2013.


------. “L2 Learners’ Use of Prosodic and Verb Bias Cues to Structural Information in French.” 5th Generative Approaches to Language Acquisition, North America (GALANA), University of Kansas, Lawrence, October 11-13, 2012.


----- “« Mise en relief » of French language and regional identity in the Aosta Valley, Italy.” Association for French Language Studies (AFLS), Perpignan, France, June 6-8, 2013.

Publications


Other

Nicholas, Jessica. Associate Editor for the European Union Center’s Linguis Europae blog on regional and minority languages in Europe, including writing original content in English and in French. Spring 2012-.
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